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“Integrated Planning Tool for Meeting the
Energy and Water Needs of Small and
Medium Size Aegean Sea Islands Using
Optimum Renewable Energy Sources
Hybrid Systems”

Most small and medium size Greek islands of Aegean Sea cover their electricity needs on the basis of autonomous thermal power stations consuming remarkable quantities of imported oil. Additionally, several small islands
cover their needs for clean water with water imports at an extremely high
cost. In this context, the current work summarizes an extended and systematic research effort spent in order to face these important and pressing
problems of our islands.
Under the framework of the PHAROS (Aristia-II) research project, a comprehensive planning tool for the study of hybrid renewable energy systems
(RES) to ensure meeting the demand for energy and water in the small and
medium scale autonomous islands of the Aegean Sea has been developed.
The newly developed software tool E.S.A. followed a methodology based
on hourly basis calculations. The RES production (wind and PV actually) is
compared to the energy demand of the under examination system and accordingly the needs of the required storage devices are revealed. The operational characteristics of the desalination plants are also estimated according to the annual water consumption of the island under investigation.

A preliminary economic evaluation of the whole system (Wind-PV-BatteryDiesel-Desalination) has been undertaken and a great number of possible
solutions are produced under this setup. Based on the techno-economic
results identified, the optimal solution for each island may be selected. According to the results obtained the proposed solution can be implemented
with limited initial capital cost (e.g. for an island similar to Agios Efstratios
the cost of the proposed hybrid system can be approx. 3.6 MEUR with less
than 4 days per year contribution from the island’s diesel plant) accepting
minimum operation of the existing thermal power station. This initial capital required for the hybrid power solution may be further reduced (e.g. by
40%) assuming some additional contribution (e.g. total 10% participation)
of diesel oil plant in the total annual electricity consumption of the island.
The project is still evolving and very soon there will be available an integrated plan for the Aegean islands.
The proposed solution may significantly contribute on reducing the operational cost of the existing autonomous electricity generation micro-grids
improving at the same time the life quality of the local remote communities.

